
B&C X-LITE SOFTSHELL /WOMEN - JW938
Women | Jackets

B&C X-LITE SOFTSHELL /MEN

The Softshell Concept  in its purest
form : 
- extremely breathable, 
- very light, 
- and deliver superb kinetic stretch
mobility

High performance 3-layer laminate
Softshell Light Pack jacket
Maximum protection for a minimum of
weight and pack volume
- Light, Attractive & Highly functional, 
Versatile & Comfortable

- 2 front zipped pockets and 1 right
chest zipped pocket with reverse zip
fastening, garage & zip puller
- 2 inner pockets
- Media Player compatible :
      Right chest pocket with
headphone exit:  
      Cable loops for earphones on the
collar
- Adjustable cuffs with rubber tab and
Velcro
- Adjustable bottom hem with



elasticated drawcord and stoppers
- Full inner placket in outer shell fabric
- Chin protector

STYLE:
- Dynamic and contemporary look 
- Full front reverse zip fastener with
zip puller for contemporary look
- Designed for dynamic & versatile 
urban & outdoor uses 

COMFORT : The superb wear comfort
is easily explained :

- Engineered for active use:
- Minimum weight and minimum pack
volume : Compressible jacket. Low
pack volume 
- Cool Comfort : X-Lite Softshell allows
climate controlled wear comfort:
  Enhanced breathability to allow
perspiration to escape and be
comfortable
- Stretch comfort : 4-way  stretch
properties, which means superb
freedom of movement
- Fit Comfort :
        Ergonomic Body Shape
construction for maximum comfort
        Articulated &  Raglan sleeves"

PROTECTION:
- Waterproof and windbreaker to keep
you dry and protected from the
elements
- Durably water-resistant after
extended use 

DURABILITY: 
- Abrasion resistant 
- Special attention to choose the
highest quality accessories 
- â��The â��abrasion guardâ��
laminated trim on the chest pockets
gives enhanced durability and a
distinctive technical look.

White (001)
Deep Red (371)
Navy (003)
Green Moss (548)
Black (002)

MEMBRANE: Bounded breathable with
micro holes, OUTER: Softshell woven, 94%
polyester- 6% elastane
100% polyester mesh lining
XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL 
1 pc/pack & 10 pcs/carton


